Traditional strategy for dealing with slow dynamics is summarized. Two types of reduced descriptions, namely, microcanonical and canonical versions of dynamical density functional theories, are explained. Projector technique is used to develop canonical reduced description, which, however, is not suitable for problems of glassy dynamics involving barrier crossings. Some speculative proposal to deal with the barrier crossing regime is outlined. (This document is still an informal research note and is not yet a draft of the proceedings manuscript. I simply did not have enough time to sort things out before leaving for summer.)
Introduction
In condensed matter physics one encounters with fast dynamics with the time scale of 10 ?13 to 10 ?14 sec. or less involving a small number of degrees of freedom (or molecules) which can be easily dealt with by computers, and then slow dynamics ranging from 10 ?9 sec to thousands of years which is typically coorperative involving a large number of molecules and is challenging even with the help of computers. Of course in future the time may come when many of the challenging problems today can be handled by computers. In that case, however, scientists can still be at a loss in front of deluge of computer ouputs. Therefore there will always be a need and room for theoretical study of the latter more challenging problems. It should be mentioned also that many important processes are slow. A typical such example is the protein folding.
Typical strategy for theory of slow dynamics can go like this: 1. Identify slow variables. 2. Derive closed kinetic equation for the slow variables.
Solve the kinetic equation to obtain interesting results
Historically the most successful and well known example is provided by dynamics of dilute gas 1]. Here the slow variable is the single particle phase space distribution function. The kinetic equation for this slow variable is just the Boltzmann equation. By solving this equation we obtain the hydrodynamic equation containing the tranport coe cients expressed in terms of properties of molecules constituting the gas. Unfortunately, however, dilute gas is not a condensed matter 1 .The second successful example is the critical dynamics 2]. Here, thanks to the universality of the problem and advent of the renormalization group technique which best handles the universal behavior, many detailed theoretical predictions can be made which have been successfully tested by experiments. Yet another example is the late stage scaling regime of phase ordering dynamics 3] although analytic theories are less successful.
In the above three examples mentioned, the reason for success is easy to recognize: the existence of well-de ned mesoscopic regimes tabulated in Table 1 below. However, in most other cases, Fax: 81568-51-1141, E-mail: kawasaki@isc.chubu.ac.jp 1 Much of the low temprature properties of ordered condensed matter such as crystals and super uid systems are well described by weakly interacting elementary excitations.Theoretical treatments of such problems extend the Boltzmann equation and thus can be classi ed as dilute gas problem. existence of such mesoscale is never clear cut. For example we take up the case of supercooled liquids and glasses which is the theme of this workshop. Certainly here we are dealing with processes involving very wide range of time scales. However, there apparently is no corresponding wide range of length scales by which one can identify the type of relevant dynamical processes. It is possible that there exist such length scales which are too subtle to be identi ed so far.
Under such circumstances, it came as a surprise that a simple theory like the mode coupling theory (MCT) was used to attack the di cult problem of supercooled liquids and glasses and suceeded to make testable predictions 4]. Despite its impressive successes achieved so far, the recent experimental evidences showing absence of the predicted "knee" 5] for laboratory glasses except for colloidal glasses indicate a need for more basic theoretical framework, by which one can smoothly link the two domains above and below T c by taking into account the obscure "hopping processes" in a theoretically more satisfactory manner.
The dynamical density functional approach proposed by us 6, 13, 12] was designed to meet such a need. The equation we have proposed for uids at high density takes the following form for the density probability functional P(f g; t) @ @t P(f g; t) = ?L Z dr (r) r (r)r T (r) + Hf g (r) P((f g; t) (1.1) where L is the kinetic coe cient that incorporates rapid temporal variation of the mementum density, and (r) is the local number density with 0 its average value. For the free energy functional, we use the following Ramakrishnan-Yussou However there are still many loose ends in the theory. The theory is based on the intuitive argument that in dense uid where particles are jammed together the local mass or particle number density is the only slow variable and thus other variables like the momentnum density are adiabatically eliminated. This, however, is far from obvious. For instance, fast vibrational motions which are still allowed in a jammed condition involves besides momentum displacements of particles 2 .
In section we will discuss relevance of the reaction rate theory to this problem. It appears that DDFT obtained by eliminating the momentum variable corresponds to the high friction limit of the Kramers rate theory 25]. This means that the region of validity of DDFT should be limited to the high temperature region.
In the derivation of (A.1) the density variable was supposed to consist of the sum of the delta functions specifying the exact locations of each particle. However, in the continuum theory of this type a spatially coarse-grained density variable would be more appropriate. There is no unambiguous way of constructing such variable but we shall comment on this question later in section 3.
Still another problem was pointed out in a recent work by Marconi and Tarazona 8] . They derived a dynamical equation obeyed by the nonequilibrium averaged density eld where the free energy density functional of inhomogeneous uid naturally appears. In particular they argue that the free energy density functional that enters other existing dynamical density functional theories are the microcanonical one which is tied to the local equilibrium in which the density pro le itself (not the averaged one) is precisely speci ed. Thus they did not discuss uctuation e ects. We will show that one can still talk about uctuation e ects in such situations as well. However, by its construction the ususal canonical free energy density functional is de ned only for locally stable states that can be induced by an external eld. Hence the equation derived by Marconi and Tarazona 8] cannot deal with problems like spinodal decomposition and barrier crossing since there we have to deal with the density pro le for which the free energy fucntional is localy unstable.
On the other hand one may question ultimate justi cation of MCT or existing dynamical density functional theories for such problems as supercooled liquid, glass transition, solvation dynamics etc where spatial scales involved appear microscopic although time scale is enormous because MCT and related ideas were most successful in critcal phenomena which can deal most e ectively with long spatial scale coorperative processes 3 . There may well be alternative approaches which do not smuggle in continuum-type concepts explicitly or implicitly.
In any event, it appears that we have not yet found a proper language to deal with slow dynamics in dense uids. Obviously the problem is a formidable one, and we can hope to make only a small step at each time. What follows is a progress report of just such a small step and a proposal for possible future directions.
2 Canonical reduced description
The two types of reduced descriptions
Once we identify the gross variables, a convenient tool to implement the idea of reduced descrption is the projector technique which was pioneered by Nakajima, Zwanzig, and Mori 11] . Broadly speaking, one can think of the two types of reduced descritions which may be called microcanonical and canonical. The microcanonical one introduced by Zwanzig chooses to specify the precise values for the gross variables and assumes that all other degrees of freedom relax in a short time to the local equilibrium state with these xed values for the gross variables. On the other hand the canonical one only requires that the average values for the gross variables are xed. If all the gross variables are the extensive ones, these two types of descriptions are essentially equivalent in the thermodynamic limit in the sense that the uctuations of gross variables are not important. However, the gross variables often represent certain density variables like the local mass density, the local concentration, the local momentum density, etc. and then uctuation e ects are no longer negligible. The two types of reduced description necessarily involves two types of free energy functionals of gross variables. The relationship between them is brie y discussed in Appendix.
One way to circumvent this problem is to make an assumption that the equilibrium distribution function of the gross variables is Gaussian. Then the free energy functional that enters this distribution is the same as the one that results from the use of Ramakrishnan-Yussou type density functional in the quadratic approximation of uctuations as we have done elsehwere 13]. Here we address to this question without making this phenomenological assumption.
Since the microcanonical reduced description was described elsewhere 12], we here focus on canonical reduced description. At this point we mention that if we were to be content with near equilibrium situations where only the e ects linear in deviations from equilibrium are retained, such reduced description is already provided by Mori's well known work 14] and we have nothing to add. But here we will be interested in situations arbitrarily far from equilibrium such as those encountered in the case of supercooled liquids and glasses. Such description can also be found in the literature ( 16] and earlier references quoted therein. Also see 17]). However, this is not yet fully worked out and there is a room for further developments. Thus we begin the next subsection by reviewing our old work with some new results whereby establishing the notation.
It should be stressed at this point that by its construction the canonical description does not permit treatment of thermodynamic instability. The canonical free energy density functional can only describe thermodynamically stable or metastable states since it is the equilibrium free energy in the presence of ctitious external eld. However, in this note we put aside this very important distinction.
The material in this section is highly formal and may give an impression of empty game. However, it should be mentioned that this sort of formal framework played an important role in making early speci c predictions before computer concerning nonequilibriums steady states of uid 16] and is still a subject of active discussions today 15].
Reduced distribution function
We consider a classical system whose microscopic state can be speci ed by a point in the phase space denoted byx. We choose to denote microscopic quantities by attaching a hat^. The normalized microscopic distribution function at a time t is then denoted byD t (x). A set of gross variables are represented by the phase space functions A j (x); j = 1; 2; . it will turn out to be convenient to employ vector notation where the set of gross variables are arranged in a vector denoted by A(x).
The time evolution is then given by the following Liouville equation:
where ?L(x) is the Liouville operator and partial time derivative is denoted by @ t . In the following we often omit the phase space variablex unless no confusion arises. A canonical local equilibrium state is generally written aŝ
Here b t is the vector conjugate to A and is so chosen to give the speci ed average values a t of A. where Tr abbreviates integration sign overx. Hence we have (b t ) = ln Tre bt A which is like a free energy. The averages overD t (x) andD c t (x) are, respectively denoted by < > t and < > c t .
Thus Q 0 U c (t0) y = Q 0 U c (t0) y Q t . This is a consequence of Q s U c (ts) y P t = 0 which is adjoint of (2. 19) and (P c t ) y = P t .
We transform this expression into the one which gives more insight in the next subsection.
For this purpose we list some useful properties (cst being some constant number): P t cst = 1; Q t cst = 0; P t A = A; Q t A = 0; < P t > c t =< > c t ; < Q t > c t = 0; (@ t P t )A = (@ t P t ) cst = 0; (@ t P t ) = (@ t P t )Q s ; or (@ t P t )P s = 0; for any t and s
The second line above follows from (@tPt)X = @t <X > c t +@t tA ?1 t < tAX > c t which gives, in view of @t tA = ?@tat, the following:
(@tPt)A = @tat + @t tA ?1 t t = @tat + @t tA = 0
More directly (2.3d) follows by di erentiating both sides of (2.3a) and (2.3b) with respect to time and noting that the rhs, being t independent, give zero contributions. (2.3e) is a consequence of (2.3d) and (2.10).
One can also proceed as follows. First, note from P 2 t = Pt that @tPt = Pt(@tPt) + (@tPt)Pt = Pt(@tPt) due to (2.3d), or Qt(@tPt) = Qt(@tQt) = 0. More explicitly, we have (@tPt)X = @t <X > c t +@t tA ?1 t < tAX > c t which we rewrite as:
(@tPt)X = < (@t^ c t )X > c t ?(@tat) Hence < (@tPt) >t= 0 by < tAt >t= 0.
Average and uctuation equations
The results of the preceding subsection can be put in a neater form. This equation will have to be improved by taking into account modi cation of the uctuationdissipation relation far from equilibrium as described for instance in 18].
The case of dense uid
We consider a special case of (2.39) applied to dense uid where A is taken to be the local density variable^ (r) and the local current variableĵ(r). The conjugate elds b t are the local chemical So far no approximation has been made. We suppose now that the uid is su cinely dense such that the the local current variableĵ(r) relaxes very rapidly. This permits us to equate (2.48) to zero and replace the second term by the friction term without memory e ects, that is, by t (r)v t (r), being the friction constant acting on a single particle. The extra factor of t (r) arises because the second term represents the friction force per unit volume. This gives The slow dynamics taking place in supercooled liquids and glasses are of di erent character than those shown in Table in Sec.1 in that no obvious slow variables can be identi ed, and are governed by thermally activated processes. Thus we are yet to nd an e ective strategy. We are still at a stage of accumulating experiences by working out concrete examples. For instance in a series of very interesting papers 21] Schilling and coworkers studied a one dimensional particle system having a large number of local energy minima characterized by occupation of each particle in one of the two low energy minima. Although particles move under Newtonian dynamics, the low temperature behavior can be well decribed by a stochastic kinetic Ising model with Ising spins describing occupation of particles in one of the minima. Transitions between local minima of the whole system can be treated by the transition state theory of chemical reaction rate. So this presents a di erent way of nding a reduced description. However, at high temperatures this reduced description in terms of kinetic Ising model fails and coherent oscillations of domains consisting of several particles appear, which are interrupted chaotically. No reduced description in this regime is o ered. In addition it is not clear that one can apply a simple transition state theory which essentially is the equilibium theory 4 . Recent progress of our understanding on the behavior of dense uids near freezing or below in terms of MCT and other ideas such as inherent structures and instantaneous normal modes tempts us to speculate about strategy for nding a reduced description. At the risk of being an utter nonsense, let me outline such a possible strategy approaching from the low temperature side. One of our objective is to explore a method by which the current MCT can be extended to the region below mode coupling T c in natural manner. Another is to understand the relationship between Newtonian dynamics(ND) and stochastic dynamics(SD). Recent computer simulations revealed that uids obeying ND and SD show very similar long time behavior in the high density regions 20]. There is a well-established method to derive a Smoluchowski equation for interacting Brownian particles immersed in a uid consisting of atoms which are much smaller than the Brownian particles where the smallness parameter exists, in this case square root of the mass ratio of a uid atom and a Brownian particle 22]. Here, however,no such obvious smallness parameter exists, and the aforementioned results of computer simulation seem to suggest new type of reduced description. We argued in 12] that both Newtonian uid and Brownian uid (that is, the one described by the Smoluchowski equation) lead to the same dynamical density functional equation, from which one can derive the G otze self-consistent MCT equation after factorization approximation. However, the argument is far from convincing involving drastic simpli cation of complicated expression for a memory kernel containing projectors.
At low temperatures the system is settled down into one of the so-called inherent structure states in which each particle is performing small amplitude thermal oscillations around its reference position. This is interrupted by occasional barrier crossing processes. The instantaneous normal mode approach 23] attempts to capture this picture with real and imaginary eigenfrequencies corresponding to locally stable and unstable points in the N particle con guration space, suggesting the existence of two widely separated time scales 5 . If one performs transformation of phase space variables into normal mode variables, one can further transform each normal mode variables into action and angle variables . The action variables are constants of the motion as long as the oscillations are harmonic. This, of course, is not the case as the temperature increases and anharmonicity sets in. However these action variables are still slow variables compared to rapidly varying angle variables. Hence one can hope to obtain reduced description in terms of the action variables where the angle variables are averaged out. The action 4 In the transition state theory the rate is obtained from the dynamics of uctuations occurring in the equilibrium state 32]. Kramers 25] and subsequently many others 32] developed the modern theorires of rate processes. The new theories are genuine dynamical theories which take into account stochastic nature of the barrier crossing. Crudely speaking there are the high and low friction regimes for the reaction coordinate. In the former the reaction coordinate itself shows di usive behavior in crossing the barrier whereas in the latter the action variable or the energy associated with the reaction coordinate undergoes di usive dynamics. The high friction regime is precisely the same regime where momentum variables can be adiabatically eliminated leading to the Smoluchowski equation or the dynamical density functional equation ?]. The old transition state theory always gives an upper bound to the barrier crossing rate found by the modern theory. 5 It is unlikely that all the imaginary eigenfrequencies contribute to relevant barrier crossings.Those associated with barriers with heights less than k B T are clearly irrelevant. It is pointed out that some imaginary frequencies come from shoulder-type portions of landscape, and also that there is a low frequency cut o associated with long-time-tail collective behavior.
variables, being adiabatic invariants for integrable systems, are known to play prominent roles in nonlinear dynamics 24] and there are other examples of reduced descriptions in terms of action variables 25, 26, 27] . A possible di culty in this scenario is that nature of the action variables generally changes after each thermally activated processes, which is like having products after each chemical reaction which then will become new reactants for the next chemical reaction. In our case we should be able to describe by a single kinetic equation representing the desired reduced description the whole series of successive thermally activated processes requiring new set of action variables each time, which remains a challenge 6 . This kind of kinetic equations, once established, should be of enormous help in elucidating slow dynamics as it was in other more tradiditional examples outlined in x1.
The original inherent structure idea seeks minimum energy states reached at the zero temperature 28]. However, for our purpose it is more reasonable to choose the self-consistently renormalized states that include e ects of thermal uctuations 29] . Furthermore, for sti interaction potentials like hard spheres, appropriate modi cations will be needed 30, 31] The use of action variables permits an unambiguous though formal de nition of the coarsegrained density which replaces the sum of delta functions. Here sharply de ned locations of particles are replaced by that smeared out by thermal oscillations about the original reference point. At low temperaures this coarse-grained density will look like as follows: Here J is the action variable of the normal mode labelled as and R j the transformation vector that connects the normal coordinate labelled to r j ? r 0 j , the deviation of the position of the particle j from its reference point, and m! is the particle mass times the frequency of the normal mode . If Q j is a in nitesimal small number times unit dyadic, (3.55) reduces to the usual sum of delta functions. This coarse-grained density or its suitable average over the action variables might be more appropriately be used to construct a dynamical density functional equation at low temperatures because fast time variation contained in the angle variables are averaged out..
Concluding remarks
After outlining the tradiditional strategy to cope with slow dynamics in nonequilibrim statistical mechanics,we described a formal framework to extend projector techniques to situations far from equilibrium, which, however, is not suitable for the problems involving barrier crossings. The 6 A possible way is as follows. Let us divide the con guration space r N of the N particle system into domains labelled by ; ; which represent basins of attraction of "inherent structures". Introduce the characteristic function for the domain by E (r N ) such that it equals to unity or zero depending on whether r N belongs to the basisn or not (See e.g. 33] ). The entire set of characterisitc functions can be denoted as E(r N ) such that it coincides with E (r N ) when r N belongs to the basin . The basin de nes the reference position ( that with maximum probability) r N in the con guration space and the set of action variables J (x) where represents labels of the action variables andx is a point in the phase space. The entire set of the reference variables R(r N ) and the action variables J (x) can be de ned such that they, respectively, coincide with the reference position vectors r N and the set J (x) when r N belongs to the basin . Then the slow variables at low temperatures can be chosen to be the set E(r N ); R(r N ) and J (x). In general one hopes to be able to identify hierarchy of slow variables with widely di erent time scales and would like to derive reduced descriptions valid at each hierarchical stage. In the example under consideration, there are the angle variables which are the fastest and describe oscillations. Then come the action variables J (x). A stochastic equation involving these action variables would describe barrier crossing in Kramers' weak friction regime of barrier crossing, which is appropriate when many oscillations occur before a barrier crossing. Finally the slowest variables are those characterizing basins such as E(r N ) and R(r N ).
microcanonical version of the dynamical density functional theory(MDDFT) can in principle describe barrier crossings 34]. Region of validy of this theory is limited to the high friction regime of Kramers theory 25] , that is, to comparatively high temperature and low density regions away from the region dominated by barrier crossings. We think that MDDFT is a useful model to understand bridging of MCT and barrier crossing regimes, one should be careful about the region of its validty in applying the results of MDDFT to analyze real systems 7 . Thus, we have yet to nd an e ective strategy for supercooled liquids and glasses since this is a area where none of the traditional strategy seems adequate. On the other hand a great deal of e orts have been made on simpler related problem of reaction rate processes 32], which might suggest a new approach. Although it would be too ambitious at this time to aim at a single scheme to cover the entire glassy dynamics, one still hopes that at least an e cient low temperature treatment of dense uid below the freezing point can be found where we de nitely have processes with widely separated time scales. A possible scenario was outlined in the preceding section.
The correct extrapolation of MCT to the regime below the mode coupling T c will be preceded by better understading of the low temperature regime dominated by barrier crossing dynamics. In concluding we emphasize importance of seeking reduced description in any complex problems. Poincar e's idea of surface of section is in a way an outstanding example of successful reduced description in nonlinear dynamics 24].
by ?i since both are determined by the same set of equations with a given y where (A.14) is to be compared with the rst memeber of (Ab), we can set 13) is not yet sorted out.
